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Reflections on Mountain Resilience

Resilience. That word may well sum up our collective state of mind in 2021. 
Resilience to face the public health and personal challenges of a persistent 
COVID-19 pandemic. Resilience to take the actions necessary to address the 

global crisis resulting from increasing greenhouse gas emissions and continuing 
climate change. Resilience to reverse the worrying decline of natural habitats and 
biodiversity. Perhaps this year has also reminded us that we are stronger when we 
face these challenges together. 

This 4th annual State of the Mountains 
Report, produced by the Alpine Club of Canada 
(ACC), continues our commitment to providing 
accessible, current, and accurate information 
about the forces that are influencing Canadian 
mountain places, ecosystems, and communities. 
This report is a collaborative effort between the 

ACC, mountain researchers, community mem-
bers, and partner organizations, and once again 
we are grateful to the many experts who have 
generously provided their insights and perspec-
tives. Mountains provide critical natural and 
economic resources like water, biodiversity, forests 
and recreational opportunities. They are also 

home for many people living in small and remote 
communities. Yet both local and global changes 
influence these places in ways that are still not 
well understood.

Our feature story this year chronicles a year 
in the life of the community of Revelstoke, British 
Columbia, a year where the global pandemic 
exposed vulnerabilities and inequities, but 
also increased the need to be compassionate 
and caring. Jill Zacharias and Simon Hunt 
describe the adaptation, resilience, and change 
experienced by this mountain town, and the 
opportunities that have emerged to plan for an 
even better future.

The importance of utilizing different ways 
of knowing, and particularly Indigenous know-
ledge, in documenting the state of Canada’s 
mountains is also growing. Andrew Trant and 
colleagues describe the extensive environ-
mental changes occurring in the Torngat 
Mountains of northern Nunatsiavut, Labrador, 
documented through scientific studies and the 
sharing of Inuit Knowledge.  Bill Snow provides 
an overview of Stoney Cultural Monitoring 
activities that the Stoney Nakoda First Nations 
in Alberta have initiated to inform science and 
management in the Rocky Mountains, while 
also preserving and enhancing Traditional 
Knowledge. And Mary Sanseverino and Geoff 
Bennett tell the story of collaboration behind 
the new ACC hut on Vancouver Island that 
was honoured with an Indigenous name: 
Hišimy̓awiƛ (Hi-SHIM-ya-wit). 

Documenting knowledge of mountains and 
mountain places also has a unique literary herit-
age within the mountaineering community. David 
Jones reflects on some of the attributes of alpine 
and mountaineering guidebooks, which have 
provided climbers with useful information on pos-
sible climbing objectives for decades. But he also 
foreshadows their likely demise as new-fangled 
technology replaces paper. 

In previous years, we have covered the rapid 
demise of mountain glaciers across western 
Canada, and in this volume Brian Menounos sum-
maries recent analyses showing that glacier mass 
loss from British Columbia glaciers has accelerated 
over the last decade (2009-2019). He also outlines 
some of the new methodologies that are being 
developed to improve the monitoring of glaciers. 

We also take a closer look at the ecology 
and conservation of several mountain spe-
cies and their environments. Rolf Vinebrooke 
discusses some of the ecological surprises 
associated with the ‘clarification’ of glacial 
mountain lakes, as reduced sediment inputs 
as glaciers recede leads to a shift in lake colour 
from a milky turquoise to translucent blue. 
Colleen Cassady St. Clair describes efforts by 
researchers, Canadian Pacific Railway and 

Parks Canada to reduce train-caused mortality 
of grizzly bears in Banff National Park. And 
continuing with our theme of resilience, Adam 
Taylor and Cheyney Jackson provide an update 
on the status of the Vancouver Island Marmot, 
an alpine species that has been successfully 
recovering from the brink of extinction, but only 
with significant effort on the part of numerous 
conseravation organizations.

Finally, Liza Piper provides a timely summary of 
the ongoing threats of increased industrial activity 
in mountains, and more specifically the potential 
for new surface mine operations in the Alberta 
Rocky Mountains and foothills.

We hope you find these contributions insightful 
and thought provoking. Canada’s mountains are 
resilient landscapes, and so are the people who 
reside among them, but more than ever we all 
need to be stewards of these special places. This 
volume, and all volumes of the State of Mountains 
Report, can be found on the ACC website. Check 
them out, and please let us know if there is some 
aspect of Canada’s mountains that you would like 
to see included in future reports. 

Stay safe, keep resilient, and see you in the 
mountains.

Lael Parrott, Zac Robinson, and David Hik
May, 2021

Lael Parrott is the ACC Vice-President for Access 
& Environment, Professor of Sustainability, and 
Director of the Institute for Biodiversity, Resilience, 
and Ecosystem Services at the University of British 
Columbia, Okanagan.

Zac Robinson is the ACC Vice-President for Mountain 
Culture, and an Associate Professor of history in the 
Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation at the 
University of Alberta.

David Hik is an ecologist and Professor in the 
Department of Biological Sciences, and Associate 
Dean (Academic) in the Faculty of Science at Simon 
Fraser University.
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We were unable to meet in person 
this year, but the editors of Volume 
4 enjoyed many productive Zoom 
meetings. Top (L-R): Lael Parrott and 
David Hik; Bottom: Zac Robinson.
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Jill Zacharias and Simon Hunt

The global COVID-19 pandemic has reached every corner of the world and is 
history in the making. One day, people will tell the story of the pandemic to 
successive generations. Yet each story will be different, depending on unique 

circumstances, complex factors, and the varying degree to which the pandemic 
impacted each factor. One year in (at the time of writing), the pandemic has under-
scored vulnerabilities and inequities, revealing the dark side of humanity while 
elevating in others a sense of compassion, selflessness, and hope. The experience is 
new and rife with paradox. As all navigate uncertainty, the stories unfold, and as each 
person has a tale to tell so too does each community. This is the story of the pandemic 
as experienced by one mountain community: Revelstoke, British Columbia.

Revelstoke is a happening place. The economy 
is diverse, and includes sectors from forestry 
to tourism. There is a rich history of mountain 
guiding, mountaineering, camping, hiking and 
ski-touring, particularly in the nearby Rogers Pass 
area. The Revelstoke Ski Club – one of the oldest of 
its kind in Canada – was established in 1891. The 
region is home to a plethora of backcountry oper-
ations, from simple alpine huts to luxurious heli-ski 

lodges. Cat-skiing, snowmobiling, paragliding, XC 
skiing, mountain biking, road biking, and birding 
all complement the Revelstoke lifestyle as much 
as a simple walk down by the river. In December 
2007, Revelstoke Mountain Resort (RMR) opened 
its doors, and put Revelstoke on the map as one 
of the premier downhill ski destinations in the 
world. Big snow and big terrain attract skiers and 
boarders from all walks of life. When RMR opened 

its Pipe Mountain Coaster in the summer of 2016, 
the attraction was an unprecedented success, 
pulling thousands more off the highway to aug-
ment summer tourism.

As the town thrives, the municipality struggles 
to keep up, grappling with common issues, such 
as effective land-use and neighbourhood plan-
ning, illegal vacation rentals, affordable housing, 
an ever-increasing cost-of-living relative to wages, 
and a desire to remain diverse and inclusive. A 
healthy school district and proactive early child-
hood development sector ensure Revelstoke is 
“family friendly” and a great place to raise kids. 
There is a strong sense of belonging and active 
volunteerism. Art, music, and theatre abound. 
There is an abundance of natural beauty and 
easy access to the outdoors. For an increasing 
number of citizens, Revelstoke is a desirable place 
to live. Current resident population figures range 
up to 14,570 per month compared to only 7,500 
in the 2016 census.1 Visitor numbers typically add 
many more thousands of people on a given day 
in both summer and winter seasons.

The pandemic hits

The 2019-2020 winter season was hopping, 
with RMR experiencing the highest skier visits yet. 
Secondary and tertiary businesses were thriving, 
as well. Both workers and visitors had arrived from 
all corners of the world. But by March, as word of 
the pandemic spread, the landscape began to 
shift. For guidance in BC, eyes and ears all turned 
to Dr. Bonnie Henry, BC’s Provincial Health Officer. 
On March 12, the province began to discourage 
all non-essential travel outside its borders and 
implemented a mandatory two-week self-isola-
tion period for anyone arriving from outside the 
country. On March 14, Dr. Henry’s message was 
that “viruses do not transmit as readily outdoors,” 
and encouraged residents to “[g]o outside 
and play with your family.”2 At this point, RMR 
remained open, but was subject to intense pres-
sure via social media to shut down operations. 
With spring break beginning March 14, there was 
concern that Revelstoke would become a COVID 
hotbed. Things were happening quickly, with new 
information coming daily. Strict physical distan-
cing was implemented, and gatherings of more 
than fifty people banned.

Peter Nielsen, Vice-President of Operations 
at RMR, faced with escalating community con-
cerns, consulted the local medical community 
to assess potential risks and impacts.3 On March 
16, the announcement came that RMR would be 
closing operations by the day’s end. The skier/
boarder community was stunned. Despite it 
being a Monday, locals flocked to the hill for one 
last ride. For RMR, moving from full operations 
to closure almost immediately was a huge chal-
lenge. Hundreds of workers were transitioned 

from full-time employment to unemployment 
overnight. Backcountry lodges shut down. Visitors 
and most seasonal workers left town. On March 
17, BC declared a public health emergency.4 
The Canada-US border was closed. Schools 
shut down indefinitely, followed by businesses. 
Suddenly, the town was very quiet.

Spring

Spring in Revelstoke is a beautiful time of 
year. Snow in the valley melts quickly, and as the 
snowline recedes to higher elevations, muted 
winter colours are replaced by the vivid green 
of spring. In a way, there was a sense of holding 
one’s breath – and quiet prevailed. There was 
uncertainty about the future, but also a sense 
that Revelstoke had been suddenly taken out of 
the hands of tourists and given back to the com-
munity. For the most part, locals refrained from 
heading out into the backcountry, respecting 
provincial recommendations to stop higher 
risk activities that may put additional strain on 
the healthcare system. Instead, they turned to 
their road bikes, XC skis, walking shoes, and 

One day, people will 

tell the story of the 

pandemic to successive 

generations.

Areal view of Revelstoke. 
Photo: Courtesy of Tourism Revelstoke

Photo: Courtesy of Tourism Revelstoke
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paddleboards. In great numbers, people took to 
gardening, building raised beds, and planting 
vegetables with a passion.

While some traditional sectors were able to 
carry on, many businesses were either man-
dated to shut down or did so voluntarily. Most 
experienced an immediate drop in revenue. All 
businesses and organizations had to fast-track 
operational reimagining under conditions they 
had never before experienced. In early April, the 
Federal Government announced the Canadian 
Emergency Relief Benefit (CERB) to help those who 
had to stop working for reasons related to COVID-
19. At $2,000/month, CERB was a lifeline, but for 
many in Revelstoke, it was not quite enough to 
make ends meet. Those who had savings got by, 
but those who didn’t suffered. By June, businesses 
began to open their doors once again under new 
operating conditions, but with limited hours and 
fewer staff. The number of households registered 
at the Food Bank tripled. With schools closed, 
parents of children had to make tough choices 
regarding who stayed home and who continued 
to work. While some parents relished an increase 
in family time, for others, the high cost of living in 
a mountain town increased the stress and worry 
of having to make ends meet.

The City implemented the Emergency 
Operations Centre, and the Department of 
Community Economic Development struck 
a Recovery Task Force. The Chamber of 
Commerce began helping members navigate 
the ever-changing landscape. A “Mask Up 

Revy” campaign was launched, in which 20,000 
masks were distributed to help eliminate conflict 
and barriers to accessing business. Community 
Futures supported businesses to create safety 
plans and access government supports. Every 
business had to re-think operations. Without a 
doubt, the hardest hit was those in tourism and 
hospitality sectors, as well as those having to deal 
with the highest level of restrictions, such as gyms 
and yoga studios.5

As soon as the pandemic hit, the entire social 
sector moved into high gear. All service providers 
– from the school district to physicians to child-
care workers – had to re-think service delivery. 
In July, the Recovery Task Force implemented 
a social sector survey to assess impacts. From 
trouble-shooting tech to a complete change 
of service delivery model, the challenges faced 
by the sector were impactful and stressful. 
There was an increase in demand for services 
at a time when service delivery was changing. 
Simultaneously, inequities in the ability to access 
services emerged. More than ever before, 
online access became a basic need, including 
up-to-date equipment, internet access, and 
enough devices per household. One respondent 
described how “[p]roblems and needs grow and 
change faster than systems, and this has resulted 
in exposure of systemic inequality if you are strug-
gling.” Isolation, mental health, and staff burnout 
became top concerns. Without regular programs 
running and children not attending school, there 
was concern that families and individuals were 
not getting referred or missing out on services. 
One of the primary concerns going forward was 
the ability to continue offering programs and 
services in an environment that maintained the 
health and well-being of all, including both staff 
and clients.6

Organizations discovered new ways of work-
ing, being flexible and prepared. The importance 
of communication and connection, the need to 
work better together with other agencies, and 
the need to support staff emerged as essential. 
As well, the resilience of individuals was noted.7 
People stepped up to help those in need, and 
a system was created whereby volunteers 
partnered with local grocery stores to deliver 
groceries to isolated, vulnerable individuals.8 A 
local distillery, Monashee Spirits, became one of 
the first in Canada to supply hand sanitizer and 
surface cleaner.9

Summer

As spring became summer, the number 
of COVID-19 cases in Revelstoke – only three 
– remained stable. The Canada-US border 
remained closed, but non-essential travel 
restrictions within Canada were lifted. Although 
gathering in large numbers remained restricted, 

people felt comfortable socializing outdoors. 
Residents sorely missed the free live music 
normally held every night downtown in Grizzly 
Plaza, accessible to young and old, local and 
visitor. But the Revelstoke Arts Council launched 
“Guerilla Gigs” – a concert series of secret shows 
held at some of Revelstoke’s most iconic outdoor 
locations.10 Outdoor restaurant patios sprung up, 
supported by revamped municipal policy. 

The mountains beckoned to locals and visitors 
alike. When the BC Parks reservation system finally 
opened in late May, the site crashed when more 
than 50,000 people tried to reserve campsites 
at the same time.11 From late spring to early fall, 
campgrounds in the region were packed. RMR 
hosted its busiest summer season ever, adding 
downhill mountain biking to the mix. While visitors 
from the region and other parts of Canada 
flocked to Revelstoke for a breath of fresh air, the 
overall numbers didn’t quite make up for the loss 
of international clientele. Parks Canada experi-
enced three-quarter visitation and about half its 
usual revenue, despite the successful opening 
of the new Snowforest Campground in Mount 
Revelstoke National Park.12 Overall hotel occu-
pancy rates and revenues were down.

Yet, there was a tentative sense of reprieve 
from the pandemic, and Revelstoke offered what 
many sought. For a growing number of people, 
experiencing nature in a mountain environment 
was new. Revelstoke Search and Rescue (SAR) 
didn’t see as much of an increase in calls as other 
parts of the province, but the need for back-
country preparedness education was flagged as 
other SAR teams dealt with tragedy.13 There was 
other evidence of inexperienced backcountry 
use, most notable being garbage left behind and 
environmental damage.14

In July, a regional survey, which included 
Revelstoke, indicated that thirty-two percent of 

people received part or all of their income from the 
tourism industry, with the majority ranking tour-
ism as being important or very important to the 
current and future economy, vibrancy, and quality 
of life in their community. Many respondents were 
comfortable or somewhat comfortable visiting 
local businesses. However, respondents ranked 
sharing spaces with visitors from outside their 
region as their greatest concern related to COVID-
19.15 Indeed, evidence of tension between locals and 
tourists made provincial news, and resulted in the 
Revelstoke Mayor, Gary Sulz, urging people to be 
kind and not judge why others might be traveling 
to Revelstoke.16 A few months later, Mayor Sulz’s 
message would change. 

The Revy Rules poster.  
Revelstoke Chamber of Commerce

Columbia River paddle boarder. 
Photo: Natalie Peowich

Figure 1: Revelstoke Task Social Sector 
Survey: Top Organizational Priorities
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Wellness at Moses Falls.  
Photo: Vicktoria Haack
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Fall 

Fall was a time of preparation and reprieve. 
There were expectations of a second wave, but 
by the end of October, there were no new COVID-
19 cases in Revelstoke. The busy summer season 
and influx of newcomers into the backcountry 
led mountain organizations like Parks Canada, 
Revelstoke Search and Rescue, Avalanche 
Canada, and BC AdventureSmart to anticipate a 
potential increase in inexperienced winter recrea-
tionalists, and to prepare. Fuelled by concern that 
people were listening to Dr. Henry’s message to 
“go outside” but not always following the precau-
tions needed to stay safe, BC AdventureSmart 
flagged the need to pivot to online education 
and capitalize on the new thirst for both outdoor 
adventure and education. Presentations switched 
to webinar format, successfully reaching more 
than 250 people each week.17 Parks Canada 
moved the entire Winter Permit System online. 
Avalanche Canada focused on developing 

resources aimed at new backcountry users and 
anticipated an increase in students. Outreach 
changed from in-person delivery to online pro-
gramming, and field operations were adjusted to 
meet new health and safety regulations.18 

In early October, the City of Revelstoke 
Recovery Task Force implemented a Community 
Well-Being Survey to better understand the 
impact of the pandemic on residents and house-
holds.19 Results indicated significant vulnerabilities 
in all domains:

 ▪ 28% reported that housing was unafford-
able, insecure, and/or didn’t meet needs; 

 ▪ 28.5% indicated they were unemployed, 
and an additional 20% lost some work 
temporarily; 

 ▪ Financially, 85.7% were stable or bet-
ter before March 1, 2020. This number 
decreased to 67.7% during the pandemic, 
and only 63.4% expected to be stable or 
better when asked to look forward to the 
future; 

 ▪ The most commonly chosen words to rep-
resent how respondents felt were “Worried,” 
“Hopeful,” “Content”; 

 ▪ Respondents ranked “Mental Health and 
Well-being” as the highest community 
social priority. 

Comments added personal stories to the 
numbers and gave insight into the diversity, 
complexity, and depth of impacts:

 ▪ “In fact, I am working to a far greater extent 
than ever before in my life. I have worked 
days as long as 20 hours since March, in 
order to keep my business viable through 
closures, ongoing challenges, lack of staff-
ing, etc.”

 ▪ “I feel over all very safe, well off and lucky 
to be in this community. But day to day 
or week to week I flip flop between feeling 
happy where I am at and overwhelmed. I 
am overwhelmed by the news and some-
times just by day to day affairs. I feel small.”

 ▪ “It’s difficult to pinpoint my feelings and I 
think that’s probably true for many people. 
I value my friendships and feel connected, 
but miss my interactions with friends and, 
more so, strangers”

 ▪ “A lot of uncertainty in the world but feeling 
good about where we live (having outdoor 
spaces to enjoy and a “safe” community)”

The survey helped shed light on what many 
were calling the “newly vulnerable.” Who 
was being hardest hit by the pandemic? For 
Revelstoke, the answer was youth. In a resort 
community, youth were particularly vulnerable, 
especially those living in precarious, overcrowded 
housing situations and employed in frontline 
tourism and retail sector jobs that no longer 
existed. The ability to attend post-secondary 

education was compromised, the ability to build 
up volunteer work experience was cut off, and 
the venues that connected them to community, 
and to each other, were no longer available. 
Despite accustomed use of social media to con-
nect with friends and family, it was not making 
up for other losses. At a time in their lives when 
there was tremendous pressure to think about 
the future, the future was uncertain. The survey 
assessed mental and emotional well-being using 
the Outcome Rating Scale. Typically, individuals 
who score below twenty-five want to improve 
some aspect of their well-being and are more 
representative of someone in counseling. On 
all points, young people were vulnerable and 
scored the lowest (see Figure 3). It was a “perfect 
storm.” One (young) respondent reported feeling 
“devalued, disconnected, forgotten, hopeless, 
unmotivated, anxious, drowning.”

Winter

By November, things began to change. Once 
again, non-essential travel restrictions were 
implemented by the Provincial Health Authority. 
Seasonal workers and others began to arrive. 
Rumours of positive local test results began to 
circulate. Surprisingly, confirmation came not 
from Interior Health from but BC Minister of Health 
Adrian Dix in a televised town hall hosted by 
Global TV on November 25, when Dix explained 
how a new cluster of cases in Revelstoke 
impacted provincial direction.20 Within days, 
the cluster impacted temporary closures for five 
local businesses due to mandatory quarantine 
requirements.21

By the first week of December, the cluster 
had grown to forty-six cases, and Mayor Sulz 
was recorded on Global TV urging visitors not 
to come if travel was non-essential.22 For many 
businesses, especially those relying on tourism, 
prolonged restrictions were beginning to take a 
hard toll. RMR opened as usual, but by the end of 
December numbers were down sixty percent over 
the previous year, as were overall hotel occupancy 
rates. Despite this, RMR remained committed 
to staying open. Season pass sales were up 
seventeen percent over last year, and RMR saw 
opportunity to support a “hyper-local” clientele 
for whom skiing and boarding were important for 
physical and mental health. Concern over staff 
recruitment was abated by domestic workforce. 
As Peter Nielsen remarked, “[a] kid who grew up 
in Toronto would be remiss if they didn’t spend a 
season in a mountain town.”23

By early February, cumulative COVID-19 cases 
in Revelstoke rose to over two hundred. Per capita 
infection rates became one of the highest in the 
province. RMR changed its messaging from “stay 
safe and follow provincial guidelines” to “[b]e the 
reason we keep our season.”24

Meanwhile, the backcountry scene had shifted 
dramatically. Dependent on international clientele, 
the majority of backcountry heli- and cat-skiing 
operations were either closed or running at a frac-
tion of the volume, and the guiding industry was 
hit hard. Private guiding faced a similar shut down, 
and many guides lost up to ninety-five percent of 
their income. By winter, some were piecing together 
work here and there but the scene had changed. 
ACMG/IFMGA Mountain Guide Larry Stanier com-
mented, “[t]here’s nobody out there. Normally, 
there’s all these operations that you would get data 
from or know that you’ve got back up in an emer-
gency. This winter, that’s just not there.”25 ACMG 
Ski Guide Sylvain Hebert described how without 
ongoing winter work, guides were faced with a 
unique issue: “Usually, you are tracking the snow-
pack, monitoring the conditions,” he commented, 
“but not right now, so you are not as informed. 

Figure 2: Community Well-being 
Survey respondents were asked to 

choose words from a list to describe 
how they were feeling now. Larger 
fonts indicate the most commonly 

reported feelings for all age 
categories.

Mt Revelstoke hiking at Miller Lake. 
Photo: Tom Poole courtesy of 

 Tourism Revelstoke
Figure 3: Self-assessed mental health 
decreased below the clinical cut off 
after the onset of the COVID-19 pan-
demic for those less than thirty-five 
years old (n=903). The score is based 
on four questions assessing individual, 
interpersonal, social, and overall sense 
of well-being. The score from each 
question was summed (respondents 
picked a value from one to ten), thus 
the highest possible score was forty. 
Vertical bars represent 95% confidence 
limits. Lower sample sizes in some age 
groups resulted in larger confidence 
intervals (e.g. for 85+ n=4).

Figure 4: Community Well-being 
Survey respondents under 25 years of 
age chose different words to describe 
feelings; font size indicates the most 
frequently chosen words.

Fall was a time of 

preparation and 

reprieve. 
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Makes it challenging to jump into it.”26 Avalanche 
Canada responded to the information gap by 
leveraging the Mountain Information Network, as 
well as adding capacity in the field and snowpack 
modeling to operations.27 Many guides became 
certified to teach Avalanche Safety Training (AST) 
courses, as the predicted surge of newcomers to 
the backcountry resulted in increased demand 
for avalanche safety and awareness training. 
Revelstoke Search and Rescue (SAR) volumes were 
attenuated by the non-essential travel ban, but 
signs of inexperience continued to emerge as Parks 
Canada logged record numbers of Winter Permit 
violations (e.g., touring in closed areas), and SAR 
members responded to false alarms (e.g., emer-
gency locator devices going off in backpacks).28

Pandemic paradoxes

The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed vulner-
abilities and elevated opportunities. Everyone 
– from government to business, social agencies, 
and households – has had to do the “quick pivot” 
in order to survive financially and emotionally. For 
a mountain community with increasing depend-
ence on a tourism economy, there has been high 
tension between wanting visitors and not wanting 
visitors. People have sought to experience nature 
yet need education on how to recreate in the 
mountain environment safely and respectfully. 
Low-wage hospitality, retail, and tourism front-line 
staff, who have typically been undervalued, have 
experienced higher risks of infection, and busi-
nesses cannot remain open without them. More 
than anything, though, a line in the sand has 
been drawn: there are those for whom the public 
health guidelines apply (no travel, stay within your 
bubble), and those who believe the guidelines 
don’t apply and continue to travel to recreate in 
Revelstoke. For Mayor Sulz, this has presented a 
dilemma: “People are going to continue to keep 
coming because they feel outdoor activity is safe, 
but other activities aren’t safe, and before you 
know it we’ve got COVID and businesses are shut 
down.”29

The impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic will be 
felt for years to come. The need to “go outside 
and play” will likely grow, along with the need to 
manage backcountry use and related growth 
effectively. Industry and businesses dependent on 
international travel will likely need to re-envision 
sustainability. Young people, who represent a 
much-needed labour force, as well as our future, 
need to be better supported. One year into the 
pandemic, the stories from our community are 
ones of adaptation, resilience, and change. There 
is opportunity to co-generate proactive dialogue, 
to plan for a better future. For those living in a 
mountain community, resilience will entail sharing 
our backyard, as well as lessons learned from the 
past four seasons.

Addendum (June 2021)

By the end of March 2021, as the number 
of COVID-19 cases neared 300, three signifi-
cant events converged to change the course 
of the pandemic in Revelstoke: March 30th 
RMR announced that due to COVID-19-related 
staff shortages the mountain was closed for 
the season; March 30th the Provincial Health 
Authority implemented the first three-week “circuit 
breaker” increasing restrictions, and; April 2nd 
Interior Health and Mayor Sulz announced that 
Revelstoke would participate in the province’s 
“Whole Community Vaccination Program” with 
residents eighteen-plus able to access COVID-19 
vaccines as early as April 8th. By mid-May, the 
number of new COVID-19 cases in Revelstoke was 
down to zero for the second week in a row and 
78% of people in the Revelstoke region over the 
age of 18 had had at least one dose of a COVID-19 
vaccine, one of the highest per capita vaccination 
rates in the province.30 On the day of writing, 
the author had just had her second dose. As the 
second summer of the pandemic opens, there is a 
sense of hope.

Jill Zacharias is a community development consult-
ant who worked for the City of Revelstoke as Social 
Development Coordinator for over twelve years. 
Currently, Zacharias is the BC Manager of Growth and 
Impact for the Tamarack Institute. She is an avid outdoor 
recreationalist and has lived in Revelstoke since 1992.

Simon Hunt has an extensive and diverse background 
in Emergency Management, with over twenty-fives 
years’ experience, which includes Community Disaster 
Recovery. A few of his career highlights include hang-
ing out of helicopters for mountain search and rescue, 
a city emergency program coordinator, a forest fire 
specialist for the provincial and federal governments, 
as well as performing a senior role in emergency 
coordination for the 2010 Vancouver Winter Olympics. 
Hunt is currently the public safety coordinator at 
Shambhala Music Festival, near Salmo BC, and has 
worked as an emergency management consultant 
with the government and private sector since 2013.
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David P. Jones

Predicting the future of comprehensive alpine guidebooks is about as insightful 
as divining the future using pigs’ entrails or tea leaves. One can find evidence 
for whatever one wants to believe. As the author of a number of comprehensive 

alpine guidebooks, I often wonder as to their future.

Alpine guidebooks, hopefully, provide useful 
information on possible climbing objectives; they 
are not “how-to” books. They should provide 
sufficient details so that a party can identify and 
access a peak or route, without detracting from 
the adventure and fun of finding one’s way in the 
mountains – less is often more! It is helpful if infor-
mation is presented in a consistent format, allowing 
parties to compare different routes in order to 
determine if a proposed objective is within their 
capability. While historical content is not important 
to some, a guidebook may document the climbing 
history of any given peak, thus assisting interested 
parties in identifying opportunities for exploration, 
such as new routes and possibly unclimbed peaks.

The comprehensive alpine guidebook is an 
endangered genre due to the advent of selected 
guides – a situation compounded by the appear-
ance of various internet-based databases. 
Unfortunately, selected guides encourage a focus 

on a small number of peaks and routes, in the 
process increasing our individual and collective 
environmental impacts. These books also reinforce 
an attitude that only selected animals/plants/peaks 
are important or have value. By their very nature, 
selected guides provide information on a limited 
number of peaks and routes – so where does one 
go to find information on alternate peaks or routes?

Internet-based information sources poten-
tially provide a cost-effective and easily updated 
alternative to printed books. At the present time, 
in my opinion, these databases leave much to be 
desired. Information is usually limited to what some 
party has decided to climb and post, with little or no 
overall editorial overview to ensure accuracy, com-
pleteness, or consistent presentation of material. 
Often entries are more story than route description, 
and they rarely provide historical details on other 
routes.

Information on the internet is often unreliable, 

The author on the summit of Mount 
Peck in 2016, researching for Rockies 

South. Photo: Helen Sovdat

A selection of the author’s published 
guidebooks.
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which may strengthen the widespread perception/
attitude/expectation that all information should 
be free without regard to the amount of effort 
required to produce the content. The reality is that 
it takes several thousands of hours to produce a 
guidebook, such as one of the current books for 
the Rockies. Instead of printing books, one option 
might be to publish the guidebook online. At the 
moment, however, it is not clear whether issues 
such as hyperlinking pages and images that might 
be used in a guidebook have been solved. Then 
there is the matter of the business case, and how 
to prevent one person from paying for an e-copy 
and then distributing it to friends (or reposting it 
online for everyone to use; there is no cost-effective 
way for small-run publications to obtain recourse 
or damages). One enduring argument in favour of 
paper is the common comment on my guidebooks 
from climbers about how much they enjoy simply 
kicking-back, reading a book, and perusing the 
photographs, without needing to view the informa-
tion on a screen.

On the retail side, the decimation of local 
bookstores and the onerous terms demanded by 
major online retailers are major obstacles to selling 
small boutique print runs such as mountaineering 
guidebooks.

Almost sixty years ago, when I first started climb-
ing in the Selkirks, extensive glaciers provided easy 

gateways to many remote mountains. Today, with 
climate change and glacial recession, access to 
many of the more distant peaks has become more 
difficult. My sense is that there is currently much less 
interest in exploration in the ranges of the Western 
Cordillera.

Some will opine that comprehensive guidebooks 
are unnecessary because, in their opinion, many 
peaks of a non-technical nature are not worth 
climbing. In my opinion, mountains, irrespective of 
their stature or difficulty, have much to give if one 
approaches them as a supplicant rather than a 
conqueror. A focus solely on technical challenge 
and chasing numbers feeds the ego but may pre-
clude the sublime experiences available from simply 
being in the mountains for their own sake.

I strongly suspect that the current crop of com-
prehensive, printed mountaineering guidebooks 
will be the last of this genre due to the amount of 
time required to research and write such books, the 
breadth of expertise necessary, the small print-runs 
and the financial costs with low returns. However, 
it may be premature to write the epitaph for such 
books; perhaps in the next decade, combatting 
climate change will lead to much less travel and 
to more interest in our own backyards, resulting in 
greater demand for the broad sweep of informa-
tion available in a comprehensive alpine guidebook 
– just don’t hold your breath!
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The Future of Comprehensive Alpine Guidebooks 
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Bill Snow

The Stoney Cultural Monitoring process was developed in a 2016 Stoney Grizzly 
Study entitled “Enhancing grizzly bear management programs through the 
inclusion of cultural monitoring and traditional ecological knowledge.”1 This pro-

cess or methodology was needed to describe the major steps used in understanding 
traditional knowledge of the Stoney Nakoda, for a number of projects taking place in 
Stoney Nakoda Traditional Territory, which comprises Alberta’s Rocky Mountains and 
foothills, from Jasper National Park in the north, to Glacier National Park in Montana in 
the south, and as far east as the Cypress Hills Interprovincial Park.

The need to utilize Indigenous traditional 
knowledge in today’s world was called for by 
Chief John Snow in his book, These Mountains 
are Our Sacred Places: The Story of the Stoney 
People (2005):

Life is not only human life, but the life of the forest, 
the trees, the elements of nature, and so on. The 
elders were saying that unless modern society is in 
tune with those things, it will continue to destroy, pol-
lute, and make bigger machines and greater weap-
ons that eventually will destroy the planet Earth. The 
elders believe we must teach all of our brothers and 
sisters that life is sacred and very valuable and was 
created for a purpose. Everything is interrelated, and 
we must live in harmony in the renewal process of 
the seasons. The fundamental basis of our teachings 
is to respect the Great Spirit’s creation – Mother Earth 
and her inhabitants – and to remember them in our 
prayers and our ceremonies.2

Utilizing traditional knowledge, through a 
process or methodology like “Stoney Cultural 
Monitoring,” is important in providing broader 
perspectives about nature, wildlife, and land-
scapes. Historically, traditional knowledge has 
not been given the same standing as Western 
Science, where there is a strong foundation of 
established studies and ongoing investigation. 
Within western-scientific epistemologies, there 
exists a widespread disregard for the validity or 
importance of traditional knowledge, and this 
omission is exacerbated by the incremental loss of 
Indigenous languages and culture globally. 

One way to correct this trend is to conduct 
more traditional knowledge studies, where 
knowledge can be obtained and preserved, 
and hopefully utilized in the wider management 
processes for natural resources, wildlife, forests, 
and so on. I believe that utilizing traditional 

Stoney Cultural Monitoring:
How the Stoney Nakoda First Nations are  
Informing Science in the Rocky Mountains, and  
Preserving Traditional Knowledge in the Process

Stoney Trail Riders at Yaha Tinda 
Ranch, heading to the Bison 

Reintroduction Zone, Fieldwork step. 
Photo: Bill Snow.
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knowledge, alongside Western Science, will be 
necessary to face the global challenges posed by 
issues like climate change.

The first step in the cultural monitoring process 
is Planning. This is when we gather and discuss 
a proposed project, its timeline and logistics, etc. 
During the planning stage, it is very important 
that we hear about existing management prac-
tices, and on-going studies in the project area, so 
that we may best understand the environment 
that we are going to be working in, for our Elders, 
technicians, consultation officers, and contract-
ors. The planning stage also includes a process 
for Elders to share and review information.

The second step of the cultural monitoring 
process is Ceremony. This is very important and 
is in keeping with the cultural protocols of the 
Stoney Nakoda. Whenever we begin an important 
undertaking, we begin with a Ceremony, and 
make offerings, as we are asking for knowledge 
for an important reason. In attendance are our 
Pipe holders, Elders, technicians, and consultation 
officers in order to show respect for the journey of 
understanding that everyone is about to experi-
ence. A Pipe Ceremony is conducted, so that we 
can begin in a good way.

The third step are the Elder Interviews, which 

begin with formal introductions and an explan-
ation of the project to our Elders (including what 
we have learned in the Planning Step), and we 
show the Elders the area where we’ll be working 
with maps, photographs, and/or video. Elders 
then share their knowledge of the area: stories 
about their own personal experiences, or the 
experiences of their family members and relatives. 
Many of these stories have never before been 
documented. The stories are carefully recorded, 
as per the instruction of the Elders, and archived 
for posterity.

The fourth step in the cultural monitoring 
process is Fieldwork. In this step, the consultation 
officers and/or technicians travel out to the pro-
ject area, and observe activities on the landscape. 
Their observation in the field is informed not from 
Western Science, but rather from the traditional 
knowledge passed along at the Elder Interview, 
as well as from other local traditional stories, 
history, and language of the Stoney Nakoda. 
Observations from the field have included cultural 
indicators, as well as wildlife migration or habitat, 
weather patterns, changes in vegetation, the 
presence or absence or traditional medicines, the 
presence of minerals or mineral licks, and water 
sources, among others.

Elders, Technicians, and Stoney 
Consultation at Elder Reconnection 
Meeting at Stoney Indian Park, Morley, 
AB. Photo: Bill Snow.
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The fifth step is the Elder Reconnection 
Meeting. In this step, we have Elders meet with 
consultation officers and technicians to discuss 
what was observed in the field. This is an oppor-
tunity for technicians to relay their experiences 
of what was observed in the project area with 
the aid of photographs, videos, and personal 
accounts. In return, our Elders are able to provide 
their perspectives of what is happening on the 
landscape. These interpretations are carefully 
documented and recorded.

The sixth step is Report Writing. This is where all 
of the information, from the Planning, Ceremony, 
Elder Interview, Fieldwork, and Elder Reconnection 
Meeting are synthesized and presented in a final 
report. The Report summarizes the outcomes and 
provides recommendations.

The seventh and final step of the Stoney 
Cultural Monitoring process is Outreach. This is 
where Stoney Consultation will go out into the 
community and conduct educational presenta-
tions on the project and its findings. Presentations 
are made to elementary schools, post-secondary 
schools, environmental and conservation groups, 
or at workshops and conferences. In this way, the 

traditional knowledge is circulated in commun-

ities, and can be used as an education tool. 

It is my hope that the Stoney Cultural 

Monitoring process can be a method that other 

First Nations communities can utilize in developing 

their relationship with researchers and post-sec-

ondary institutions in bridging the gap between 

Western Science and Traditional Knowledge in the 

mountains, and beyond.

Bill Snow is a member of the Wesley Band of the 

Stoney Nakoda Nation, and is the Consultation 

Manager for Stoney Consultation at the Stoney 

Tribal Administration, Morley, Alberta.
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Mary Sanseverino and Geoff Bennett

Names are important. In 2019, a hut built by the Alpine Club of Canada was 
honoured with an Indigenous name: Hišimy̓awiƛ (Hi-SHIM-ya-wit). It means 
“Gather Together” in the Barkley Sound dialect of the Yuułuʔiłʔatḥ (Ucluelet) 

First Nation, one of several Nuu-chah-nulth peoples who have lived on the west coast 
for millennia. The hut sits high on the flank of a Vancouver Island peak, overlooking 
the Pacific Ocean.

In mountain communities, as elsewhere, 
names carry significance. When gifted to a 
location, they help us understand and shape 
meaning for that place. In Nuu-chah-nulth 
traditions, names are celebrated in actions, 
ceremonies, songs, and stories.

In early 2016, Project Leader Chris Jensen pre-
sented a plan to members of the Alpine Club of 
Canada – Vancouver Island Section (ACC-VI) to 
build an alpine all-season hut below 5040 Peak. 
But long before this, he consulted with local First 
Nations to discuss potential sites. Chris noted, 
“[t]he ridges of 5040 Peak form the boundaries 
of several large watersheds. Therefore, they also 
form the natural boundaries for five First Nations: 
Yuułuʔiłʔatḥ, Tla-o-qui-aht, Tseshaht, Hupačasath 
and Uchucklesaht. Like the hub of a wheel, 5040 
Peak is a special nexus and an ideal location to 
bring together youth from the region. I do not 
know if there is a better single viewpoint than the 
summit of 5040 Peak to observe and appreciate 
the traditional territories of so many First Nations.”1

Yuułuʔiłʔatḥ, Tla-o-qui-aht, Toquaht, Tseshaht, 
Hupačasath, and Uchucklesaht First Nations 

were involved in discussions with ACC-VI from 
the beginning. Early in the process, Jensen and 
Construction Manager Chris Ruttan hiked with 
members of c̓išaaʔatḥ (Tseshaht) up 5040 to view 

Hišimy̓awiƛ: A Naming Story
Hišimy̓awiƛ full of morning light. The 
view that holds the gaze of these 
climbers is Triple Peak to the S-SW. 
Photo: Mary Sanseverino.

Looking west from Hišimy̓awiƛ. 
Hidden Peak rises from the morning 
Pacific Ocean cloud.  
Photo: Mary Sanseverino.
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Post-secondary students at Tunnel 
Mountain, Banff, AB, for Educational 

Outreach and learning about the 
importance of Indigenous perspec-

tives on land and wildlife.  
Photo: Bill Snow.
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the proposed site. The Tla-o-qui-aht gifted three 
magnificent yellow cedar logs that today anchor 
the front of Hišimy̓awiƛ. Support from local First 
Nations was important for securing approval 
from the Provincial government. 

Over the next two years, hundreds of people 
devoted time, energy, and money to the project. 
The “5040 Peak Hut” was officially opened on 
October 20th, 2018. This prosaic name lacked 
Indigenous meaning but served as a useful 
placeholder.

A more traditional name would demonstrate 
support of First Nations for a hut on their territory 
and honour the developing relationship with ACC-VI. 
Meaningful names that incorporate Indigenous 
ways of knowing place require respectful, strong ties 
to the land itself. However, such a name was not for 

the Section to determine. It would have to be gifted 
from one or more First Nations.

Initially, this proved challenging, but a group 
of Indigenous youth led the way. Relationships 
between the youth, their leaders, and the ACC-VI 
began in 2016, when Carlos Mack of the Toquaht 
Nation successfully applied for a $1,500 youth 
grant from the Section. They used it to purchase 
climbing gear for the “Warrior Youth,” a land-
based Indigenous leadership program in the 
Ucluelet-Tofino area.

In 2018, ACC-VI members led several Warrior 
Youth on a rainy weekend of climbing in trad-
itional Toquaht territory. By this time, Dr. Ricardo 
Manmohan of Tofino was leading the program. 
He recognized the importance of getting these 
teens into the mountains and wanted to foster 

a closer relationship with the ACC. In response, 
the Section set up a First Nations Liaison 
Subcommittee. 

Chris Jensen suggested the Subcommittee 
ask the Warrior Youth to name the hut. He felt 
they would be able to speak with their elders and 
help lead the way to consensus. In early 2019, 
Ricardo and the group took up the challenge. The 
Warriors began by proposing an English name: 
“Gathering Place.” This sounded good but the 
Yuułuʔiłʔatḥ elders demurred, noting that the word 
“place” implied a sense of ownership. Traditional 
Yuułuʔiłʔatḥ place names honour activities prac-
ticed at that location, not ownership. 

The elders suggested “Gather Together” 
instead. The youth agreed and asked the Nuu-
chah-nulth Council in Port Alberni for a translation 
into the Barkley Sound dialect of the Yuułuʔiłʔatḥ 
Nation. Subsequently, the Toquaht elders sug-
gested a minor spelling change. The Tla-o-qui-aht 
elders approved, and other Nations in the area 
were notified. In September 2019, the ACC-VI exec-
utive unanimously approved the suggestion.

On Saturday, Oct 5th, 2019, Warrior Youth mem-
bers Evan Touchie, Ethan Tom, Daniel Williams, 
Tyson Touchie, and Hayden Seitcher, along 
with ACC-VI youth Iain Sou, Evelyn Sou and Aila 
Gessinger, summited 5040 Peak. Upon returning 
to the hut, the Warriors gathered in ceremony, 
drumming and singing Welcome and Victory 
songs to the assembled crowd. Representing elders 
from Yuułuʔiłʔatḥ, Toquaht and Tla-o-qui-aht First 
Nations, they gifted the Alpine Club of Canada with 
the new name: Hišimy̓awiƛ.

This is the first time the Alpine Club of Canada 
has worked directly with First Nations to name a 
hut. It marks a cultural milestone in our history 
and demonstrates respect for Indigenous ways of 
knowing the land. May everyone gather together 
at Hišimy̓awiƛ both to enjoy the mountains and 
honour the pure spirit of this place.

Mary Sanseverino is an active ACC member 
(Vancouver Island and Columbia Mountains 
Sections) and also serves on the ACC’s national 
Nomination Committee. She is a Corresponding 
Member to the International Climbing and 
Mountaineering Federation’s (UIAA) Mountain 
Protection Commission and is a research associate 
with the Mountain Legacy Project at the University of 
Victoria’s School of Environmental Studies.

Geoff Bennett is a longtime mountaineer and ACC 
member, and a recipient of the ACC’s Don Forest 
Service Award. He has served the Vancouver Island 
Section in various capacities as Treasurer, Memorial 
Fund Administrator, and First Nations Liaison.
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On the ridge above Cobalt Lake 
looking N-NW. These are some of the 
traditional lands of the Yuułuʔiłʔatḥ, 
Toquaht, Tla-o-qui-aht, Tseshaht, 

Hupačasath, and Uchucklesaht 
First Nations. Many of the mountains 

along the horizon are also part of 
Clayoquot Plateau Provincial Park 

or Strathcona Provincial Park.  
Photo: Mary Sanseverino. 

Hišimy̓awiƛ and the view looking 
southwest. Triple Peak (centre left), 

The Cats Ears (centre right),  
and sunrise clouds rolling in  

from the Pacific Ocean.  
Photo: Mary Sanseverino.

Members of the Warrior Youth at 
Hišimy̓awiƛ, October 2019.  
Photo: Mike Hubbard

Two of the three yellow cedar poles 
given by the Tla-o-qui-aht Nation 
to the Alpine Club of Canada - 
Vancouver Island Section glow in 
sunset light. The intricate hand 
rails leading up to Hišimy̓awiƛ 
are designed by hut Construction 
Manager Chris Ruttan.  
Photo: Mary Sanseverino.
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In May 2020, under cover of the coronavirus pandemic emergency, in the absence of 
public consultation, and justified by the need to modernize “outdated” regulations, 
Alberta’s United Conservative Party (UCP) rescinded a four-decade-old coal develop-

ment policy, thereby eliminating the land-use categories and development restrictions 
the coal policy had enshrined.1 Opposition simmered through the summer months 
and into the fall, boiling over as broad swaths of Alberta society – from urban-based 
politicians, academics, and outdoor enthusiasts, to rural reeves, ranchers, and country 
music singers – pushed back against the threat new surface mines in the foothills and 
mountains represented to watersheds, health, and diverse livelihoods. Public pressure 
was such that the UCP reversed course in February 2021, reinstating the 1976 Coal Policy. 
Future exploration has been prohibited pending new legislation that Minister of Energy 
Sonya Savage has promised will be shaped through public consultation. 

Rescinding the 1976 Coal Policy was a turning 
point in awareness about the threat posed by 
surface mine operations in Rocky Mountains 
and foothills. The desire to develop the coal 
resources of the Rockies dates to the beginnings 
of colonial settlement in western Canada. Coal 
mines within Banff National Park, at Bankhead 
and Anthracite, were not originally seen as 
incompatible with park protection. These 
mines only closed as tourism and the wilder-
ness aesthetic took precedence over resource 
development, and as coal miners figured among 

the most radical trade union activists during 
a period of labour unrest.2 Excluded from the 
parks, underground coal mining flourished in 
the foothills, most notably in the Crowsnest Pass, 
at Nordegg, and in the Coal Branch west of 
Edmonton. The mines fuelled the railways upon 
which western agricultural settlement depended. 
They were also not without risks, certainly to 
human health (the Crowsnest Pass mines were 
among the most dangerous in Canada), and to 
ecosystems, whether from acid mine drainage 
or air pollution.3 

Larry Whan holds up a Stop the Mines 
sign as a  small, but dedicated group 
gathered together to kick off the first 

of many planned protests against 
coal mining in the Eastern Slopes on 

March 14, 2021, at the Monolith at 
Maycroft, AB. Whan often protests 
on the corner of Highway 3 and 22 

Fridays and Sundays. 
 Photo: Lorraine Hjalte.

Coal Policy and Surface Mining in the Rockies
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These risks paled in comparison, however, to the 
ecological damage wrought by surface mining. 
The turn to surface and strip mining for coal was a 
post-1945 global phenomenon, as new earth-mov-
ing technologies allowed for cheaper and more 
efficient production of coal than the skilled labour 
of men underground ever had. In Alberta, the 
volume of coal produced grew twenty-three times 
over from 1961 to its peak in 1995. This growth in 
production went primarily to thermal electricity 
generation. While Alberta exported its high-value 
natural gas and oil, it used its coal reserves to 
provide cheap electricity at home.4 

From the outset, surface mining in the 
mountains and foothills set off significant public 
opposition. The outcry about the effects of 
new surface operations in the Crowsnest Pass 
saw alliances forged between local residents, 
university researchers, and women’s groups. In 
the 1950s, the Crowsnest MLA was one William 
Kovach, an underground miner turned Social 
Credit politician. Kovach worked with the local 
Fish and Game Association to oppose strip 
mining.5 Public concern influenced new environ-
mental policy measures introduced by Social 
Credit under Harry Strom and continued and 
expanded by the Progressive Conservatives 
under Peter Lougheed. These included the 
creation of an Environment Conservation 
Authority (ECA) and a provincial Department 
of the Environment.6 Among the ECA’s first 
initiatives were public hearings from December 
1971 through January 1972 on “the impact on the 
environment of surface mining in Alberta.”7 

When it came to surface coal mining, the PC 
government of the day balanced competing 
interests through embracing reclamation science, 
implementing land-use zones to limit development, 
and increasing protection for the Eastern Slopes. 
Reclamation in this period, realized through the 
1973 Land Surface Conservation and Reclamation 
Act, held the promise of putting the land back – 
or even improving on it – once the sought-after 
resources had been extracted.8 The new policy 
framework protected the foothills and mountains, 
while expanding surface mining on the plains. 
New land-use categories in the 1976 Coal Policy 
enshrined this trade-off: the strongest protections 
were afforded to Category 1 and 2 lands in the 
mountains and foothills. Category 3 lands were 
found in the plains and northern regions.9 The 1977 
“Policy for Resource Management of the Eastern 
Slopes,” further restricted development in the 
foothills.10 1970s-era environmentalists were not 
the first to recognize the profound importance of 
the Eastern Slopes. Drought in the 1930s had laid 
bare the devastating reality of water scarcity in the 
prairie west. The forests of the Eastern Slopes were 
deemed of national importance because they 
protect the flow of water in the Saskatchewan River 

and its tributaries. From 1947 to 1973, the federal 
government and Alberta together protected these 
lands through the work of the Eastern Rockies 
Forest Conservation Board.11 The 1970s manage-
ment policies represented Alberta taking sole 
responsibility for the Eastern Slopes. 

Lougheed and his ministers provided mean-
ingful opportunities for broad-based public 
consultation. They drew on scientific research to 
devise policy and funded more such research, 
making Alberta a world-leader in reclamation 
science in the 1970s and 1980s.12 But, as has been 
shown in the history of the oil sands, economic 
development objectives compromised the 
province’s ability to protect the environment.13 
The promise of reclamation was not realized as 
expectations of what could be achieved were 
scaled back and as operators worked around 
requirements. When the mine at Tent Mountain 
closed in the 1980s the site was successfully 
reclaimed according to provincial regulation. As 
is apparent from the 2019 photograph of Tent 
Mountain shown on the next page, the land 
can hardly be described as “put back.” And it 
did not take long for protections introduced 
by Lougheed’s government to be undone. The 
Eastern Slopes management policy lasted less 
than a decade, undergoing a major revision in 
1984 that better facilitated resource development, 
not protection. The revised policy was “rejected” 
by the Alberta Wilderness Association but pushed 
through by Don Getty’s PC government.14 

Rescinding the 1976 Coal Policy represents the 
removal of the last protection in place from a 
framework erected in the 1970s but one that was 
never properly supported or reinforced since. The 
decision to revise this policy has to be seen in the 
context of the move away from thermal coal in 
Alberta that led to the closure of large operations 
on the plains, at Highvale and elsewhere. This 
is part of a global energy transition in response 

Coal mine at Bankhead, AB, about 
1923. Photograph, glass-lantern slide. 
McCord Museum MP-0000.25.578.
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Tongarsoak is a powerful spirit that guards the Torngat Mountains of northern 
Nunatsiavut, Labrador. The soaring peaks are the highest mountains in North 
America east of the Rockies (1,600 metres above sea level), and have been the 

homeland of the Nunatsiavut and Nunavik Inuit for millennia. The rocks are ancient 
– just shy of four billion years old1 – but recent climate change is transforming the land-
scape. The Inuit gifted the land to the people of Canada in 2005, establishing Torngat 
Mountains National Park (Tongait KakKasuangita SilakKijapvinga). Together with 
the Akami-UapishkU-KakKasuak-Mealy Mountains National Park Reserve, established 
in 2017, the two largest mountain massifs in Labrador have been protected and are 
managed cooperatively.

The low Arctic environment of the Torngat 
Mountains hosts a blend of boreal and arctic 
wildlife, harbouring iconic animals such as 
polar bear (Ursus maritimus) and the distinct 
population of Torngat Mountains caribou 
(Rangifer tarandus). In the southern extent of 
the Torngat Mountains, lush shrubs grow in 
valley bottoms, grading to lichen fellfield on the 
peaks. Vegetation in the north is sparse and 
is dominated by lichen and much more open 
tundra. The Torngat Mountains characterize 
elements of coastal arctic mountain ranges, 
including abundant seasonal sea ice, perennial 
snow patches, glaciers and widespread perma-
frost.2 In the last ten years, however, extensive 
environmental change has been documented 

through scientific studies and the sharing of 
Inuit Knowledge.

Northern Nunatsiavut, Labrador, has under-
gone a significant amount of warming since 
the early 1980s, with this trend being more pro-
nounced in the fall and winter.3 In a region where 
August is the warmest month – an average of 8°C 
and the coldest month (February) at -25°C (1989-
2018)4 – cold temperatures control what occurs 
above and below ground. Much of the Torngat 
Mountains are also strongly influenced by their 
proximity to the North Atlantic Ocean. Since the 
mid-1980s, Nunatsiavut has experienced a decline 
in summer sea ice at a rate of thirty percent per 
decade,5 which, due to connections with regional 
climate feedbacks, has been demonstrated to 

Past and future ecosystem change in Torngat Mountains 
National Park (Tongait KakKasuangita SilakKijapvinga), 
northern Nunatsiavut, Labrador

River flowing onto Southwest Arm, 
Saglek Fiord, near the southern 
boundary of Torngat Mountains 
National Park. The valley bottom is 
characterized by alluvial deposits 
and tall willow and alder thickets 
interspersed with areas of low shrub 
and wet areas from old, orphaned 
river channels, and fringed with talus 
overgrown with shrub thickets on the 
valley walls. Photo: Darroch Whitaker, 
Parks Canada

Northern Nunatsiavut, 

Labrador, has undergone 

a significant amount of 

warming since the early 

1980s, with this trend 
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in the fall and winter.

to the stark and immediate realities of climate 
change. The coal industry is in retreat as power 
generation turns to renewable energy, or even 
nuclear power, in a quickly heating world. High 
grade coal, such as that which makes up the 
Rocky Mountains and foothills, goes primarily to 
steel-making and the search for manufacturing 
alternatives is on. 

There is reason to view the 1976 Coal Policy as 
outdated and in need of revision. In the context 
of climate change, the hazards arising from coal 
development in the mountains and foothills are 
greater than ever. Demand for metallurgical coal 
will continue to drive interest in mining the Eastern 
Slopes. Meanwhile, the coronavirus pandemic 
has strengthened the desire among Albertans 
to spend time in these beautiful places. The risks 
of water scarcity in western Canada are real as 
glaciers recede rapidly, extreme floods threaten 
lives and infrastructure, and droughts kill crops. 
Robust protection of the shoulders of our moun-
tain ranges is more important than ever.

A specialist in the histories of northern and western 
Canada, Liza Piper teaches environmental history 
and the history of disease at the University of Alberta, 
and is the author of The Industrial Transformation of 
Subarctic Canada (UBC Press).
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Tent Mountain, 2019. Photo: Liza Piper
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wildlife species. Travel in both the summer and 
winter becomes more difficult. In the winter, a 
shrubbier landscape presents more hazards 
for snowmobiles and also traps more snow,14 
resulting in an uneven distribution of snow across 
the landscape, especially in riparian areas. Berry 
availability may also decline as increased shade, 
due to additional and larger shrubs, has been 
associated with a decrease in berry productivity 
just south of Torngat Mountains National Park 
near Nain, Nunatsiavut.15 Greater shrub canopy 
cover also increases the moisture maintained 
under the shrub canopy and has been shown in 
nearby Nunavik to negatively affect lichen abun-
dance and diversity,16 an important winter forage 
of the culturally important and endangered 
Torngat Mountain caribou population.17 

Looking ahead, the Torngat Mountains 
are expected to undergo further temperature 
warming and increased precipitation by the 
end of the century,18 and like many high-latitude 
mountain regions, this will be the major driver of 
environmental change in the Torngat Mountains. 
Continued research partnerships with Inuit will 
help to understand the impacts of this change 
and this knowledge will ultimately help to build 
resilient communities.
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influence tundra plant productivity.6 The close 
proximity to the coast results in abundant year-
round precipitation.

Recently observed changes to glacier area 
(nine percent decline from 2005-2008) further 
highlight the sensitivity of the Torngat Mountains 
to regional climate change.7 The sensitivity of the 
region’s permafrost, by contrast, is more chal-
lenging to assess owing to a lack of long-term 
monitoring and field data. Coarse modelling 
suggests that regional permafrost changes 
are ongoing8 though complicated by linkages 
between local geomorphology, tundra vegetation 
and permafrost thaw.9

Across the Arctic, there is widespread evidence 
that tundra vegetation is changing with shrubs 
growing taller, becoming more dense, and estab-
lishing in areas where they were previously absent. 
This change, referred to as shrubification10 has 
been documented across Nunatsiavut through 
Inuit Knowledge,11 remote-sensed greening,12 and 
by comparing remote-sensed greening to high 
resolution plot data.13 In the Torngat Mountains, 
long-term observations from Ramah Bay, a cul-
turally significant site and source of Ramah chert, 
provides compelling photographic evidence of 
shrubification over twenty-seven years (Figure 1A). 
This is further contextualized at a regional scale 
by comparing changes in remote-sensed land 
cover data over comparable time steps (Figure 
1B). By the 2039/43 time period, shrub dominated 
habitat in Torngat Mountains National Park is pre-
dicted to increase by approximately fifty percent 
beyond its 2014 extent (Figure 2).

These changes, most evident in valley bottoms 
and riparian areas, present significant challenges 
for Inuit and a variety of culturally important 

Above: Figure 1. At Ramah Bay, in Torngat Mountains National Park, a site (A) has been rephoto-
graphed between 1991 and 2018, and compared with (B) changes in land cover at a regional scale 
over a similar time period. The blue circle represents the location of the site in (A). White areas on 
the map are water, snow, or missing data due to cloud cover. Maps are the output of a land cover 
change model developed for the Park using Landsat surface reflectance imagery (U.S. Geological 
Survey) and a high-resolution ecotype map (Ponomarenko and Quirouette 2014). 

Below: Two glacier carved valleys converge and then turn south towards North Arm, Saglek Fiord. 
The river supports a productive run of Arctic Char (Salvelinus alpinus) and there are hundreds of 
archaeological features along the valley. Photo: Darroch Whitaker, Parks Canada

Figure 2. Map of Torngat Mountains 
National Park showing the distribu-
tion of shrubs in 2014 (A) and the 
probability of shrub expansion by 
2039/43 (B). Areas with the highest 
probability of change are located 
in valley bottoms with this pattern 
being most pronounced in the south 
of the Park. Maps were generated 
from a predictive model of vegeta-
tion change developed for the Park 
from Landsat surface reflectance 
imagery (U.S. Geological Survey) 
and a high-resolution ecotype raster 
(Ponomorenko and Quirouette 2014).
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Ten years ago, Mike Gibeau, then the carnivore biologist for Banff National Park, 
identified a problem: collisions between grizzly bears and trains were increas-
ingly prevalent. Between 2000 and 2010, ten grizzly bears there were struck 

and killed by trains and several more unconfirmed strikes were reported.1 That made 
train strikes the leading cause of mortality for this population just as grizzly bears were 
designated in Alberta as a threatened species. 

Rising rates of bear mortality inspired Jim 
Pissot, an environmental activist in Canmore, 
to try to stop the problem with relentless advo-
cacy. Fred Green, then CEO of Canadian Pacific 
Railways, addressed the problem with a research 
and funding vision. Leanne Allison and Jeremy 
Mendes engaged the public by revealing the 
train-caused fate of a grizzly matriarch with an 
evocative, award-winning documentary, Bear 
71. These key people supported other voices to 
bring about the Grizzly Bear Conservation Initiative, 
a co-hosted research program supported by 
Canadian Pacific (CP) and Parks Canada (PC). 
I led one of the research teams that tackled the 
problem with additional support from the Natural 
Science and Engineering Research Council. 
Together, we had two objectives: understand 
what causes bear-train collisions, and recom-
mend ways to mitigate that problem. 

A team of students, research associates, and 
collaborators was supported by dozens of techni-
cians, volunteers, and staff each from CP and PC. 
PC biologists fitted GPS collars on 26 bears with 
exceptional care and success. We measured grain 
deposits and vegetation along the rail, combed 
through records of past mortality, examined 
bear hair and scat, studied the locations and 
movement trajectories of the GPS-collared bears, 
analyzed stable isotopes and environmental 
toxins, and compared our field measures to satel-
lite-sourced environmental information. 

We found diverse sources of bear-attracting 
food on or near the rail that included tonnes of 
grain spilled by hopper cars,2 several species of 
palatable plants, both native and introduced, 
enhanced productivity of buffalo berry (a local 
staple of bear diets),3 and train-killed ungulates.4 
A few bears also used the rail extensively as a 

Protecting Grizzly Bears from Trains in the Mountain Parks

A grizzly bear on the tracks in Banff 
National Park. Photo: Niels de Nijs
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travel corridor,5 and some even dug up nearby 
caches of spilled grain collected by red squirrels.6 
Bear hair provided isotopic evidence of past 
railway exposure,7 and grain deposits contained 
petrochemical pollutants,8 as well as calories. 
Decades of meticulous records by CP and PC 
showed that bears are not alone in their vulner-
ability; collisions with ten other species of large 
mammals summed to hundreds of individuals 
over the past quarter century.9

We found limited support for a prevalent 
hypothesis at the beginning of the project, that 
vulnerability to train strikes was caused mainly 
by attraction to grain; actually, more grain was 
spilled at monitoring sites without past mortality,10 
which was also less likely at locations where the 
GPS collared bears spent more time on the rail.11 
However, it could be that retrofitting hopper cars, 
completed just before our study began, vastly 
reduced spillage and attraction causing mortality. 
Other historic factors may also have contrib-
uted to the sudden appearance of grizzly-train 

collisions in the year 2000.12 Interestingly, that was 
the year when elk mortality on the rail peaked 
and immediately before a precipitous drop in elk 
population size.13 That population decline fol-
lowed recent recolonization of the Bow Valley by 
wolves and intensive management to reduce the 
congregation and habituation of elk in the town 
site of Banff, likely contributing to rail-caused elk 
mortality on its margins.

Results from our studies and work by others 
supported several forms of mitigation. As Bear 71 
made clear, animals are much more vulnerable 
when they are surprised by approaching trains 
and lack rapid escape routes. PC and CP have 
worked collaboratively to reduce vegetation 
near the rail that appears to obscure both visual 
and acoustic cues. We invented a rail-mounted 
warning system that works much like crossing 
signals for people14 and causes animals to leave 
the rail several seconds earlier than otherwise,15 
potentially avoiding panicked responses that 
increase collision likelihood. We also identified the 
circumstances that best predict mortality among 
species: train speed, proximity and amount of 
water, and track curvature.16 All four factors char-
acterize two relative hotspots of past grizzly bear 
collisions so future mitigation might target similar 
locations in this and other landscapes.

Correlatively, mitigation that includes the 
retrofitted and replaced hopper cars has been 
highly successful at reducing train mortality for 
grizzly bears. In contrast to the thirteen confirmed 
mortalities between 2000 and 2011, the year 
the initiative began,17 only two confirmed events 
with three fatalities occurred between 2012 and 
2020. Of course, correlation is not the same as 
causation, and the real reason for the decline 
could be that the bears themselves have adapted 
to the rapid changes in their environment that 
occurred at the turn of the century, one of which 
was the recent reduction in management-asso-
ciated mortality for so-called problem bears.18 
We humans are getting better at coexisting with 
wildlife, even if we have new challenges and still 
have a lot to learn.  

From the beginning, I hoped to expand the vision 
offered by those founding individuals to reduce mor-
tality not only for Alberta’s threatened population of 
grizzly bears, but for wildlife around the world, where 
train-caused mortality occurs without enough public 
interest and economic capacity to address it. I think 
we have offered lessons that can be used in this 
service, including the importance of collaborative 
effort by individuals from so many walks of life. In the 
ten years since the Grizzly Bear Conservation Initiative 
was launched, human visits to Banff have increased 
by twenty-five percent to over four million annually. 
Wildlife will need all the innovation and assist-
ance we can provide to persist in an increasingly 
human-dominated world. 

Colleen Cassady St. Clair is a professor of biological 
sciences at the University of Alberta. She and her stu-
dents emphasize animal behaviour in their studies of 
wildlife management and conservation.
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Rolf Vinebrooke

When viewed from above or in a postcard, the mosaic of different colours of 
lakes in the Canadian Rockies appears serene – but their pristine and idyllic 
looks can be deceiving. Multiple novel and extreme environmental changes 

related to human activities are increasingly altering many of these lake ecosystems. 
Some of these “stressors” date back to the mid-twentieth century while others have 
more recently become pronounced, such as those arising from global warming. 
These stressors often interact with one another so as to confound predictions of their 
cumulative ecological impacts if based on the sum of their known individual effects. 
Such non-additive “ecological surprises” are not only altering the appearance of 
mountain lakes, but also their ecology.

Clarification of many glacial mountain lakes 
is occurring as reduced inputs of eroded rock 
flour from shrinking glaciers result in a shift 
from a milky turquoise to more translucent blue 
appearance.1 As a consequence, these lakes are 
becoming less reflective of sunlight, and in turn 
also warmer. Evidence from sediments obtained 
from alpine lakes suggests that the ablation of 
glaciers actually amplifies the effect of recent 
higher air temperatures so as to promote sever-
al-fold increases in the growth of algae. However, 
less glacial meltwater may also result in less 
nutrients (e.g., phosphorus) entering these lakes, 
thereby offsetting the positive effects of warmer 

and more well-lit conditions on their food webs.2 
For example, glacially fed, turbid streams entering 
the Columbia River contain elevated levels of 
phosphorus relative to those streams fed by only 
snowmelt.3 Consequently, recession of glaciers 
appears to be leading to more nutrient-poor and 
translucent water conditions, which surprisingly 
can fuel the proliferation of certain nuisance 
algae, termed “rock snot” in along the shorelines 
of mountain lakes and streams.4

Brownification of certain mountain lakes is also 
expected to eventually occur as vegetation (e.g., 
advancing treelines) replaces melting glaciers 
under a warming climate, resulting in greater 

inputs of brownish organic substances from soils.5 
Here, loss of glacial meltwaters may actually 
amplify brownification by eliminating the potential 
for rock flour to adsorb to, and thereby remove, 
the brownish organics from the water column. The 
effects of brownification on mountain lakes likely 
depend on the balance between the nutritional 
quality versus natural sun-screening capacity of 
the organic material.6 For example, brownification 
may be most pronounced at or below treeline 
where organically rich soils and wetlands release 
more rich concentrations of darkish organics. In 
contrast, higher concentrations of relatively trans-
lucent organics were linked to increased growth 
of phytoplankton in alpine lakes along the eastern 
Front Range of the Canadian Rockies.7

Greenification of small naturally fishless lakes 
is also occurring in the Canadian Rockies as a 
consequence of stocking with non-native sportfish. 
Populations of non-native sportfish have persisted 
in certain lakes within the national mountain 
parks despite stocking programs having been 
terminated in the 1980s following their designa-
tion as  UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Elsewhere, 
provincial sportfish stocking programs continue 
in the Canadian Rockies. These novel predators 
biologically impoverish naturally fishless mountain 
lakes by preying on filter-feeding herbivorous 
invertebrates. In addition, they increase cycling of 
nutrients through their foraging for prey. Therefore, 
reduced grazing pressure and increased nutrient 
availability then stimulate the growth of golden 

green algae in heavily stocked, small mountain 
lakes.8 Here, climatic warming appears to syner-
gistically increase the fertilizing effect of introduced 
sportfish on such lakes.9

Air pollution involving nitrogen as seen at 
more southern latitudes (e.g., Colorado) appears 
to have not had much of an effect on lakes in 
the Canadian Rockies. Deposition in nitrogen in 
rainfall remains relatively low in the Rockies where 
the lakes are more sensitive to aerial inputs of 
phosphorus, which can arise from wildfire ash.10 
Interestingly, nitrogen deposition does however 
appear to exert a potential greening effect on 

Aerial View of Egypt Lake, Banff 
National Park. Photo: Clark Monson 

The Changing Colours of Mountain Lakes  
in the Twenty-First Century

Such non-additive 
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Contrasting lake colours caused by 
glacial meltwater inputs in the Devon 
Lakes in the northeastern corner of 
Banff National Park.  
Photo: Patrick Thompson.

McConnell Lake, also in Banff 
National Park, where our sediment 
core showed that the loss of a small 
pocket snowfield or glacier (note the 
depression left in the moraine above 
the lake) resulted in a fast transition 
from a turbid to clear lake state.  
Photo: Patrick Thompson.
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alpine ponds because they are more starved of 
nitrogen compared to the lakes.11

In summary, regional and local environmental 
changes are interactively affecting the mountain 
lakes of western Canada in complex ways. These 
interactions are shifting many lakes from a tur-
quoise to a more translucent blue, and eventually 
greenish or brownish appearance. Collectively, 
these changing colours point towards these lakes 
becoming more productive ecosystems with an 
increased potential for concerns over water quality 
under a rapidly changing climate. Although the 
mosaic of lake colours across the Canadian Rockies 
is changing, it will continue to be a fascinating 
feature of the landscape because of the natural high 
environmental heterogeneity that translates into a 
diversity of lake responses to global change.

Rolf Vinebrooke is a Professor in the Department of 
Biological Sciences at the University of Alberta, where his 
research focuses on the cumulative impacts of multiple 
environmental stressors on biodiversity and ecosystem 
functioning in mountain, boreal, and arctic lakes.
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Adam Taylor and Cheyney Jackson

For so many of us, in so many ways, the past year has been profoundly challen-
ging. For the Vancouver Island Marmot, a species recovering from the brink of 
extinction in the remote sub-alpine of its namesake island, every year has been a 

challenge, and this year has been … basically okay?

The Vancouver Island Marmot (Marmota 
vancouverensis) is a large ground squirrel with 
the distinction of being British Columbia’s only 
endemic mammal. It is a sub-alpine species, liv-
ing in meadows and talus fields, typically above 
1,000 metres in elevation (Figure 1). During the 
short sub-alpine summer, marmots must forage, 
wean pups, and evade predation by cougars, 
wolves, and golden eagles. By fall, they must 
be prepared to survive seven months of winter, 
hibernating underground.

The marmot’s long hibernation takes a sig-
nificant toll on their body. They lose a third of 
their body weight, and need to re-invigorate their 
metabolism and digestive functions even as they 
dig out of their hibernaculum. For female mar-
mots, the burden of rearing young compounds 
the challenges of regaining body condition. To 
cope, marmots do not start reproducing until they 

are relatively old (three to four years of age), and 
wean small litters of just three to four pups, with a 
tendency to skip years between litters.1 This helps 
them recover body condition between the dual 
demands of reproduction and hibernation. 

In the 1990s, despite living in a remote 
ecosystem that has largely escaped direct 
modification by humans, the marmot popula-
tion crashed, and the species teetered on the 
edge of extinction. The cause of the marmot’s 
endangerment is not completely understood. 
Core marmot habitat has remained intact, and 
yet landscape changes on Vancouver Island 
impacted the marmot profoundly.2 Logging 
created population sinks as dispersing marmots 
set up new colonies in cut blocks, only to be 
predated as trees regrew. Elk and deer herds 
began browsing cut blocks at higher elevations, 
drawing predators into marmot habitat more 

Chester Lake, Kananaskis Country/
Peter Lougheed Provincial Park. 

Photo: Travel Alberta / Paul Zizka

Mountains for Marmots:  
The Return of the Vancouver Island Marmot

Figure 1. A pair of adult Vancouver 
Island marmots display common 
vigilance behaviour.  
Photo: Hanna Sungaila.
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frequently. Expanding road networks may 
have made it easier for predators to access the 
marmot’s colonies. Introduced cottontail rab-
bits attracted a resident population of golden 
eagles, who are efficient marmot hunters. 
Even in the protected wilderness of Strathcona 
Provincial Park, a hydroelectric dam severed 
dispersal routes that had sustained colonies on 
either side of the newly formed Buttle Lake.

A partnership was formed to implement 
recovery in 1999, and it continues to this day. It 
includes landowners, the British Columbia govern-
ment, and the Calgary and Toronto zoos. A new 
organization was created to lead on-the-ground 
recovery actions and monitor the wild marmots: 
the Marmot Recovery Foundation.

This partnership worked to safeguard the 
species by bringing some marmots into captivity, 
which also facilitated a captive-breeding and 
reintroduction program. Captures began in 1997 
and focused on rescuing marmots from high-
risk locations, such as cut blocks. In the wild, 
however, the population decline continued. By 
early 2003, fewer than thirty Vancouver Island 
Marmots remained in the wild. Fortunately, that 
same year, the first zoo-born marmots were 
ready for release into the wild (Figure 2). Of the 
four marmots released, three were predated by 
a cougar, and the lone survivor was brought 
back into captivity for its protection. But releases 
continued in subsequent years, and the method-
ology was informed by the program’s successes 
and failures. 

Improving survival of those captive-bred mar-
mots was critical to get the recovery started. Even 
when they weren’t predated, captive-bred mar-
mots had higher rates of mortality during winter, 
and delayed breeding when they did survive. 
Careful monitoring using radio-telemetry, visual 
surveys, and cameras pointed the Foundation 
to a surprising conclusion: releasing younger 
marmots earlier in the year ultimately improved 
both overwinter survival rates and future repro-
ductive success – despite exposing the marmots 
to months and even years of predation risk.3 With 
new release strategies, colonies in the southern 
part of the marmot’s range, the Nanaimo Lakes 
region, quickly started to grow (Figure 3). The 
Foundation turned its attention further north, to 
Strathcona Provincial Park. 

At first glance, Strathcona appears ideally 
suited for marmots. It was historically a core part 
of their range, habitat seems abundant, and it is 
protected within the boundaries of B.C.’s oldest 
provincial park. But that analysis conceals some 
harsh truths. Historic colony sites in the park were 
situated at higher elevations, experienced longer 

winters, and the marmots themselves had been 
absent for a longer time before recovery efforts 
began. For the marmots, this meant that their 
refuge burrows and hibernacula, critical compon-
ents of their habitat that are used for generations, 
were either absent or in disrepair. The shorter 
summers and harder winters gave released 
marmots less time to prepare for a more difficult 
hibernation. Captive-bred marmots were not 
nearly as successful in the park, and struggled to 
gain a sustained foothold that would help them 
re-establish their burrows and hibernacula. 

One small group of marmots, however, did 
seem to do better in the harsher park environ-
ment: wild-born marmots translocated from the 
colony on Mount Washington. This observation 
led to the development of an approach where 
captive-bred marmots are “stepping-stoned” 
into the Strathcona Provincial Park after they 
survive one year of “marmot school” living in 
the wild colony on Mount Washington.4 There 
they learn how to use marmot terrain, interact 
with other marmots, and hibernate in the wild. 
Research has shown these captive-bred mar-
mots have much better survival odds when 
released into Strathcona park. This has enabled 
the marmots to begin the process of re-estab-
lishing, and even expanding, colonies in this 
incredible mountain landscape.

At the end of 2020, approximately two 
hundred wild Vancouver Island Marmots were 
hibernating in over twenty colonies. Marmots 
have been re-introduced to historic habitats in 
Strathcona and Clayoquot Plateau provincial 
parks, and reoccupied many former colonies 
in the Nanaimo Lakes region (Figure 4). 
Reproduction has been high for two consecu-
tive years, and overwinter survival continues to 
be strong.

As we prepare for the 2021 field season, we 
believe there is reason for cautious optimism. But 
it is important to note that optimism does need 
temperance. Many significant challenges lie 
ahead in the marmots’ recovery. The wild popu-
lation is still tiny, just two-hundred individuals, 
and they are terribly vulnerable. A bad weather 
year, a skilled predator, or a new disease, could 
derail the species’ recovery. Climate change 
poses an ongoing challenge as advancing 
treelines further transform the marmots’ alpine 
meadows into young forest.5  

Overcoming these challenges will take a vast 
amount of work, and no small part of luck. This 
year will be another in that effort, but it won’t be 
the last. Still, even a glimmer of genuine hope 
for a species once so close to extinction is some-
thing to hold onto. We can make a difference for 
the marmots, and for other species in existential 
peril, if we try. 

Adam Taylor is the Executive Director for the Marmot 
Recovery Foundation. Cheyney Jackson is the Field 
Coordinator for the Marmot Recovery Foundation.
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Figure 2. A captive-bred marmot is released to the wild. 
Photo: Adam Taylor.

Figure 3. Foundation staff use 
radiotelemetry to survey a colony for 
marmots. Photo: Adam Taylor.

Figure 4. Today, most colonies of 
Vancouver Island marmots are found 
in the (a) Strathcona and  
(b) Nanaimo Lakes regions of 
Vancouver Island.
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Brian Menounos

British Columbia is blessed with an abundance of glaciers, or about 16,428 indi-
vidual ice masses based on the last provincial inventory.1 These glaciers act 
as important buffers for many mountain ecosystems since they provide cool, 

plentiful water to mountain rivers during late summer when the seasonal snowpack is 
depleted. This buffering capacity is especially important during years of drought.

Variations in winter snowfall or temperatures 
during the melt season lead to changes in ice 
thickness, area, and volume. Monitoring gla-
cier change thus provides one way to directly 
assess the severity and spatial pattern of cli-
mate change on mountain environments. The 
blessing of ‘glacier plenty’ in British Columbia 
can, at first glance, also appear to be a curse: 
How does one effectively monitor the province’s 
many thousands of glaciers? 

Most glacier monitoring studies measure 
(i) surface mass balance – how much water is 
lost or gained by a glacier over some interval 
of time,2 or (ii) changes in areal extent.3 Surface 
mass balance provides the most direct link to 
meteorological forcing, but these measure-
ments are few and not well distributed in time 
and space. In western Canada, for example, 
mass balance records that exceed fifty years in 
length exist for only Place and Peyto glaciers, 
and both glaciers are small (< 10 km2) and 
located south of 52 deg N (Fig 1). Geodetic 
mass balance affords a more representative 
snapshot on glacier health as they can sample 

hundreds to thousands of individual glaciers 
within a single acquisition. This technique 
measures elevation change over some interval 
of time, and, when multiplied by a represent-
ative estimate of density, elevation change 
can be converted to mass change. Using spa-
ceborne stereoscopic imagery, a study showed 
that mass loss from British Columbia glaciers, 
excluding those that straddle the BC-Alaska 
border, accelerated over the last decade 
(2009-2019) losing about four-five times more 
mass than the previous decade.4 A more recent 
study confirms this accelerated mass loss in 
this region and elsewhere in the mountains of 
western Canada (Table 1).5

Bridges between space and surface 
observations

The number, type, and revisit frequency 
of spaceborne sensors will only increase our 
ability to regularly monitor British Columbia 
glaciers and how they respond to changes 
in climate. Yet persistent cloud cover or the 
need to acquire high resolution (< 5 m) surface 
elevation models often hinders space borne 
data acquisition. Airborne remote sensing can 
serve as a reliable bridge between space- and 
ground observations. The Airborne Coastal 
Observatory (ACO) – a scientific venture 
between the Hakai Institute and the University 
of Northern British Columbia – provides one 
example of a platform that can reliably meas-
ure seasonal mass balance of glaciers (Fig 
2). The ACO platform consists of a dedicated 
fixed-wing aircraft, dual air photo cameras, 
and Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) 
and hyperspectral sensors. The LiDAR sensor 
allows detailed surface elevation mapping 
across large areas whereas the hyperspectral 
sensor can image glacier surfaces across the 
visible and near infrared portions of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum. Hyperspectral data 
provide important information about changes 
in the reflective properties of snow and ice-cov-
ered surfaces – a key feature that influences 
surface melt. Over the last several years the 
ACO has acquired LiDAR for hundreds of indi-
vidual glaciers throughout western Canada 
(Fig 1), including last year when Covid restric-
tions prevented field visits to Peyto and Place 
glaciers. 

Temporal stacking

Air- and spaceborne remote sensing can 
be used to study glaciers, but it can suffer 
from incomplete sampling in time or space. 
Commonly, glacier change studies employ 
‘epoch-analysis’ where elevation or area 
change is calculated over some period of 
time. While useful, this approach may provide 

a biased view since rates of mass, elevation, 
or area change largely depend on acquisi-
tion dates. How does one compare average 
thinning rates [m/yr] from Northern Coast 
Mountains glaciers over the period 1990-2000 
to thinning rates from glaciers in the southern 
Rocky Mountains over the period 2000-2010? 
Does a larger rate in the south reflect a change 
in climate forcing for both regions? 

Access to huge volumes of remotely-sensed 
data is quickly making epoch analysis obso-
lete. Early work on British Columbia glacier 
mass loss, for example, reported temporal-
ly-weighted estimates of mass loss to account 
for differences in acquisition of aerial photog-
raphy.6 More recent studies employed temporal 
stacking of DEMs obtained from optical satellite 
imagery to robustly estimate elevation change 
through elevation trend analysis for any given 
location on a given glacier.7 Given sufficient 
resolution in time and space, temporal stacking 
also allows processes of accumulation, melt or 
ice dynamics to be investigated in ways that 
were unimaginable even a decade ago (Fig 3). 

In addition to providing insight into the current 
state of health for glaciers in British Columbia, 
observations of mass and area loss are required 
to improve physically-based models that simulate 

Remote Sensing Strategies to  
Monitor British Columbia’s Glaciers

Early Late Full

Region Area
[km2]

2000-2010
[m yr-1]

2010-2020
[m yr-1]

2000-2020
[m yr-1]

Mass loss
[Gt] 

nwt 438 -0.34±0.1 -0.82±0.13 -0.58±0.08 -4.32±0.59

east_yukon 219 -0.47±0.1 -0.54±0.1 -0.5±0.07 -1.86±0.28

st_elias_yk 10,975 -0.25±0.08 -0.4±0.07 -0.33±0.04 -61.34±7.42

st_elias_bc 4323 -0.68±0.11 -1.21±0.12 -0.95±0.08 -69.62±6.2

north_coast 8786 -0.54±0.06 -1.22±0.11 -0.88±0.08 -131.85±11.98

northern_rockies 422 -0.33±0.08 -1.02±0.16 -0.68±0.1 -4.86±0.7

northern_interior 571 -0.39±0.07 -1.09±0.14 -0.74±0.1 -7.15±0.93

central_rockies 424 -0.36±0.08 -0.72±0.11 -0.54±0.07 -3.91±0.52

central_coast 1688 -0.16±0.05 -0.86±0.12 -0.51±0.07 -14.6±2.12

southern_rockies 1353 -0.33±0.08 -0.57±0.1 -0.45±0.07 -10.43±1.52

southern_interior 1956 -0.23±0.05 -0.59±0.09 -0.41±0.05 -13.61±1.83

southern_coast 7183 -0.33±0.05 -0.8±0.09 -0.57±0.06 -69.41±7.19

van_island 15 -0.23±0.11 -0.86±0.19 -0.54±0.12 -0.14±0.03

Notes:   1. Glacierized area; 2. Columns Early, Late, Full denote mass balance  [ m water equivalent   yr-1] and refer to 
periods 2000-2009, 2009-2018 and 2000-2018; 3. Calculated from data of Hugonnet and others 4

Table 1.  Regional mass balance and 
total mass loss for glacierized regions 

of western Canada.

Fig 1. Glacierized terrain of British 
Columbia. Pink polygons denote 
glaciers, glacierized regions and 
icefields currently surveyed by the 
Airborne Coastal Observatory. 
Map produced by Keith Holmes 
(Hakai Institute).

Bridge Glacier complex on the  
Lillooet Icefield, British Columbia.  

Photo: Mary Sanseverino
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the response of glaciers to future climate change. 
Continued acquisition of air- and spaceborne 
observations will continue to provide a rich data-
set required to assess both the current state and 
fate of a key natural resource. 
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Fig 2.  Geodetic (airborne LiDAR) 
versus glaciological mass balance in 
meters of water equivalent  [m w.e.] 

over the period 2015-2019 for glaciers 
in the interior ranges (Fig. 1). Blue, grey 

and red respectively denote winter, 
net and summer balance.  Modified 

from Pelto and others.2

Fig 3.  LiDAR-based elevation change [m] of Bridge Glacier over the period 2015-2020. Rightmost panels show elevation change from September, 2015 for pixels in the 
accumulation (A), stable terrain (B) and glacier terminus (C) regions. Elevation change for (A) and (C) include seasonal snow accumulation (B), changes in mass loss or 
gain at the surface and ice dynamics that acts to submerge (A) or emerge (C) snow and ice. Time series derived by temporally stacking 13 LiDAR elevation models.  Over 
the period 2015-2020, average thinning of the glacierized terrain was -1.6 m water equivalent (w.e.) which represents a total mass loss of -0.5 Gigatons (1x109 kg).

One of the ACC’s newest huts is gifted with a special name, from local First Nations: Hišimy̓awiƛ 
(Hi-SHIM-ya-wit) it’s called, meaning “Gather Together” in the Barkley Sound dialect of the 
Yuułuʔiłʔatḥ (Ucluelet) First Nation. Hišimy̓awiƛ sits on the flank of 5040 Peak on Vancouver 
Island. Photo: Mark McKeough, courtesy of Tristan Oliver.
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Canada’s diverse mountains define much of the country. 
Mountains provide critical natural and economic 
resources like water, biodiversity, forests and recreational 
opportunities. They’re also home for many people living 
in small and remote communities. But both local and 
global changes influence these places in ways that 
are still not well understood. The ACC’s State of the 
Mountains Report is a contribution to compiling and 
sharing the best available knowledge about Canada’s 
mountains, from coast to coast to coast.
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